Contrasting responses of functional diversity to major losses in taxonomic diversity
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Taxonomic diversity of benthic marine invertebrate shelf species declines at present by nearly an order of magnitude from the tropics to the poles in each hemisphere along the latitudinal diversity gradient (LDG), most steeply along the western Pacific where shallow-sea diversity is at its tropical maximum. In the Bivalvia, a model system for macroevolution and macroecology, this taxonomic trend is accompanied by a decline in the number of functional groups and an increase in the evenness of taxa distributed among those groups, with maximum functional evenness (FE) in polar waters of both hemispheres. In contrast, analyses of this model system across the two era-defining events of the Phanerozoic, the Permian–Triassic and Cretaceous–Paleogene mass extinctions, show only minor declines in functional richness despite high extinction intensities, resulting in a rise in FE owing to the persistence of functional groups. We hypothesize that the spatial decline of taxonomic diversity and increase in FE along the present-day LDG primarily reflect diversity-dependent factors, whereas retention of almost all functional groups through the two mass extinctions suggests the operation of diversity-independent factors. Comparative analyses of different aspects of biodiversity thus reveal strongly contrasting biological consequences of similarly severe declines in taxonomic diversity and can help predict the consequences for functional diversity among different drivers of past, present, and future biodiversity loss.

Biodiversity has many dimensions or currencies (1). Taxonomic richness at the level of species or genus is the most common currency, but analyses of its relation to other aspects of diversity—e.g., morphological, functional, and phylogenetic—can provide novel insight into the origin and maintenance of biodiversity over time and space. Of these different aspects, functional diversity can be defined as “the value and range of those species and organismal traits that influence ecosystem functioning” (ref. 3, p. 742 paraphrases ref. 2, p. 109). Thus, major changes in functional diversity can have far-reaching macroecological and macroevolutionary implications (for example, refs. 4–6).

Here we compare declines in taxonomic and functional diversity in the most dramatic spatial pattern in taxonomic richness today, the latitudinal diversity gradient (LDG), to those seen in two of the most severe temporal drops in taxonomic diversity in the fossil record, the Permian–Triassic mass extinction (PT)—the largest extinction event of the Phanerozoic Eon (7)—and the Cretaceous–Paleogene mass extinction (KPg). While the extinctions and the LDG show equally severe diversity reductions, the patterns of functional diversity losses differ significantly and illuminate the differences in causes and outcomes between the two types of taxonomic declines.

Comparative Analyses of Functional Diversity

Comparative analyses of large-scale spatial and temporal dynamics of functional diversity can profit from the integration of extant and fossil organisms into a common framework of ecological function. Continuous performance or trait variables are often emphasized for extant plants and vertebrates [e.g., metabolic and growth rates (3, 5, 8)] However, these approaches are difficult to apply in the fossil record, where organisms are instead classified into lower-resolution, discrete categories termed “functional groups” (FGs). Here, we use an ecospace (9) comprising separate axes for tiering, motility, fixation, and feeding mechanisms, which generate 567 possible functional states, of which 52 are realized in our study intervals (Materials and Methods).

These broad functional categories capture approximate ecological equivalencies among even distantly related taxa and can thus detect stability in ecosystem functioning at macroecological and macroevolutionary scales, e.g., compositional turnover of communities with latitude or over time (10, 11). In parallel with taxonomic diversity, functional diversity can be decomposed into functional richness (FR), the number of FGs occupied by a biota or clade, and functional evenness (FE), the distribution of taxa among FGs (see Materials and Methods for definition of FR and FE metrics). The relationships among temporal and spatial trends in FR and FE with taxonomic richness have been little studied, but evaluating the coupling of these different macroevolutionary currencies will improve our predictions of diversity dynamics under different modes of environmental and biological change.

Modern Ocean: Taxonomic and Functional Diversity

Both taxonomic diversity and functional diversity currently show strong latitudinal trends in most biological groups (12); these trends have steepened and shallowed through geologic time as global climate warmed and cooled (13, 14). Marine bivalves, which have become a model system for the study of
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Today, macroevolution and macroecology (13, 15, 16), exhibit an 81–98% decline in bivalve species richness from the tropics to the poles along major coastlines in the shallow sea, depending on the tropical starting point (genera show a similar 80–95% decline; Fig. 1 A and B). Major coastlines show a range of declines in FR from 45% to 70%, and only 19 and 16 of the 48 tropical FGs persist into the Arctic and Antartic, respectively (Fig. 1 C and D and Fig. S1). This latitudinal drop in the two currencies, which is seen in other marine groups (17), produces a rise in FE at both poles (Fig. 1 E and F and Fig. S1). These patterns differ strikingly from the taxonomic and functional patterns associated with mass extinctions, as discussed below.

The roster of factors hypothesized to shape spatial gradients in diversity is long (12, 18), involving such multifactorial features as environmental heterogeneities at many scales, thermal and trophic settings, stability of many environmental factors, sizes of habitat areas, the sizes and structures of ecosystems themselves, in situ evolution, and geographic range shifts into and out of a focal region—almost anything capable of affecting patterns in the numbers of taxa or the numbers of their attributes that can be counted. Nevertheless, selection for metabolism-based adaptation to latitudinal differences in temperature and for promoting adaptive breadth in more seasonal climates appears to be particularly important (18–20). Thus, species in higher latitudes, which must endure seasons of low light and primary productivity, must access a larger proportion of available resource types than populations in lower latitudes and so tend to be more generalized. A reasonable model is that the number of species that can be supported declines with increasing latitude as environmental conditions—particularly lower temperatures and higher seasonality—increasingly favor the evolution and maintenance of a few gluttons over many epicures.

Within this general framework relating richness to seasonality and its correlates, the poleward decline in the number of FGs and the overall drop in FE values are consistent with the “out-of-the-tropics” dynamic observed for bivalve clades over the past 12 My (21). The highly uneven FR in the tropics reflects variation in taxonomic origination rates among lineages in the different FGs (21), a “supply-side” effect that is increasingly damped as taxonomic richness declines toward the poles. Operating in tandem with this effect was extinction among the FGs that were present at high latitudes before refrigeration of the poles during the late Cenozoic (22, 23). The independent or combinatorial action of these processes as they unfold within the environmental

---

**Fig. 1.** Present-day taxonomic and functional diversity patterns for marine bivalves along the continental shelf (water depths <200 m). Details of the recent marine bivalve dataset are provided in Recent Marine Bivalve Dataset. (A) Taxonomic richness of marine bivalve genera binned into 111-km² equal-area grid cells (≈1° of latitude at the equator). Global genus richness peaks in the Indo-West Pacific and is the location of the strongest latitudinal gradient across north–south coastlines. (B) Integrated occurrences of distinct genera across 1° latitudinal bands reveal a broad richness peak within the tropics; species show a steeper gradient peaking at ≈5° N. (C) Functional richness, the number of distinct FGs, of marine bivalves per equal-area grid cell (binned as in A) peaks in the Indo-West Pacific, similar to genus richness in A. (D) Integrated occurrences of FGs across 1° latitudinal bands show a global increase in FR from the tropics to the poles, with a fully saturated richness spanning nearly the entire tropics and warm-temperate zones. (D) Functional evenness of bivalve genera per equal-area grid cell measured as the inverse Simpson index and normalized by the number of FGs per cell (Materials and Methods; binned as in A). The lowest evenness occurs in the Indo-West Pacific, the region of highest taxonomic and functional diversity. While tropical regions of other coastlines are less even than the Indo-West Pacific, each coastline exhibits an increase in FE from the tropics to the poles. (F) FE increases globally from the tropics to the poles across 1° latitudinal bands at both the genus and species levels.
Era Boundaries: Taxonomic and Functional Diversity

The most extreme losses in taxonomic richness in marine invertebrates since the Cambrian diversification of complex animals occurred during major extinctions, most notably in the events that are responsible for the faunal changes that separate the Phanerozoic Eras, which we analyze here using the taxonomic and functional framework applied to the bivalves of the present-day LDG. Global analyses of mass extinctions are complicated by sampling issues, illustrated by the “Lazarus effect,” with numerous taxa at the genus and even family level disappearing from the stratigraphic record for several My around extinction events (24); this effect is particularly severe around the PT (7, 24, 25) (15 of 50 families in this study) but also occurs around the KPg (26) (12 of 78 families in this study). Regardless of whether the Lazarus effect derives from preservation or sampling failure, depleted local populations of survivors, or restriction of many survivors to localized refugia (or more likely all of these), a simple inventory of taxa recorded from the immediate postextinction time interval will tend to overestimate extinction intensity measured in any currency. Accordingly, we analyze the faunas of the last well-sampled intervals before each event from a phylogenetic perspective, relative to the faunas of the postextinction eras, rather than in a narrow comparison with the first postextinction time bin.

PT. The most severe Phanerozoic event was the PT about 252 Ma, which removed 76% of marine bivalve genera (Permian–Triassic Extinction) and 61–64% of all marine genera (27). Species losses are estimated to be 81–85% (27), and even these estimates slightly underestimate the proportion of the fauna lost near the boundary because they aim to exclude “background” extinctions just before the event. This was a sweeping, unprecedented change in the taxonomic composition of the marine biota—and was comparable in magnitude to the species-level LDG observed today.

Because of severe sampling problems, different scenarios have been framed for the PT, ranging from a single major extinction event preceded by a geologically brief (28) or prolonged (29, 30) decline to a pattern of two distinct extinction pulses, with an earlier severe event at the end of the Guadalupian Epoch about 260 Ma (31, 32). Whether the Late Permian global biota was poorly sampled or already suffering substantial losses, or both, virtually all authors agree that our last good picture of the relatively unperturbed Paleozoic fauna was in the Guadalupian Epoch, at least 8 My before the final PT event. Accordingly, we consider the functional biology of the PT from the standpoint of the Guadalupian bivalve fauna. Analyses restricted to the latest Permian do not change results, except for reducing the total number of FGs being considered owing to smaller sample sizes.

All, or possibly all but one, of the bivalve FGs in the Guadalupian Epoch survive the PT (Fig. 2A). Poor preservation and sampling in the Early Triassic undermine the calculation of a robust evenness value for the bivalve fauna surviving the PT, but the 76% genus extinction estimate across the PT, combined with the survival of all, or all but one FG would have increased FE under virtually any realistic scenario (Fig. S2 B and C). The ambiguous persistence or loss of one FG reflects the difficulty in inferring photosymbiosis in two extinct tropical clades, the Alatoconchidae, lost in the Permian, and the Megalodontidae, surviving well into the Mesozoic (33, 34). Reassigning these taxa as immobile epifaunal and mobile semiinfaunal suspension feeders, respectively (35), does not significantly alter the results.

The stability of FR and inferred increase in FE of the surviving fauna are largely consistent with previous studies of the PT (35, 36). For the entire marine biota, 9 of 25 FGs drop out of the fossil record, but all, or all but one, persisted through the crisis when phylogenetic continuity along the boundary is taken into account (37). More substantial declines in FR were seen in other studies (38–40). However, one analysis (38) involved a single Permian fauna and four Triassic faunas of different ages and used a more finely subdivided functional classification (10), two attributes that would tend to elevate estimates of FR loss owing to both genuine spatial variation and sampling effects. The other analyses (39, 40) used a similar functional classification to that used here, but did not take into account phylogeny or Lazarus effects, which elevated their estimates of FR loss above ours and that of ref. 37. The few studies addressing FE also find an increase across the PT (37, 38, 41), with the functional status of postextinction ecosystems likened to that of a skeleton crew manning a ship: “each post was occupied, but only by a few individual taxa” (ref. 37, p. 235).

Among all of these studies, the differences in spatial, temporal, and taxonomic resolution; in how the FGs were defined; and in the measures used to assess effects of the extinction and rediversification intervals created ambiguity in the response of functional diversity across the PT and its relation to present-day diversity trends. Focusing on a single major group present in both settings permitted us to apply a consistent functional and taxonomic framework that allowed direct comparisons among temporal and spatial patterns.

KPg. The KPg was less severe than the PT for marine bivalves (64% genus extinction; Cretaceous–Paleogene Extinction), but there were more FGs (n = 30) (Fig. 2B). This mass extinction thus provides a useful additional test for the generality of FG survival in the face of large-scale taxonomic loss. Here we use the bivalve fauna of the final Cretaceous stage (the Maastrichtian), which is relatively well sampled globally (43); the earliest Paleogene tends to be more poorly sampled (26), creating a Lazarus effect and impeding direct calculations of FR and FE changes across the boundary, and so we estimate losses relative to the entire Cenozoic.

As in the PT, the number of FGs lost depends on the interpretation of a large-bodied, potentially photosymbiotic clade, the rudists (order Hippuritida) (34). Even assuming that this clade was photosymbiotic [and discounting a Paleocene record in Crimea (44)], only 7% (2 of 30) of the FGs are lost, and FE likely increased significantly, although not to the level of the PT (Fig. S2F). Using this single framework, we conclude that FGs were remarkably difficult to eradicate completely across the PT and KPg compared with the LDG, even for groups that contained few taxa.

Contrasting Responses of Functional Diversity Across the LDG and Era Boundaries

The patterns documented here show that the different currencies of biological diversity are capable of strikingly independent behavior when analyzed in a common taxonomic and functional framework. Functional groups are lost in concert with the taxonomic, and in the measures used to assess effects of the extinction and diversification intervals created ambiguity in the response of functional diversity across the PT and its relation to present-day diversity trends. Focusing on a single major group present in both settings permitted us to apply a consistent functional and taxonomic framework that allowed direct comparisons among temporal and spatial patterns.
to diversity-dependent factors, i.e., those arising from resource limitation. When conditions disfavor resource partitioning, e.g., under highly variable or seasonal resources, taxonomic diversity is relatively low, whereas greater resource stability accordingly permits greater partitioning and thus higher taxonomic diversity (9, 45). Of the 26 FGs that occur in the tropics but are absent at the poles today, 2 are photosymbiotic and thus probably not viable there given the annual solar cycle, and 17 belong to a single trophic category, phytoplankton suspension feeding, and so are subject to resource limitation in the highly seasonal Arctic and circum-Antarctic waters. If the trophic dimension were the key diversity-dependent factor, we would expect the exclusion of taxa, as in the Arctic, to focus on the feeding axis and to be unselective with respect to the other functional attributes, i.e., mobility and substratum relationships, and this appears to be the case (21).

In contrast, the PT and KPg events were remarkably different to the ecological adaptations encoded in our FGs. Taxonomic diversity was severely reduced but all or nearly all of the functional categories persisted. Such discordance between taxonomic and FR is inconsistent with the factors implicated in the LDG such as seasonality and levels of trophic resources (reviews in refs. 18 and 20). Instead, the biotic patterns associated with the mass extinctions suggest the operation of diversity-independent factors—that is, factors such as temperature that are not partitioned by individuals, populations, or taxa (9), although they can partially govern other factors, such as productivity in the case of temperature, that are diversity-dependent. Diversity-independent factors have been hypothesized as key drivers for the PT and KPg events, albeit with different triggers, such as sudden temperature perturbations, elevated pCO₂, and ocean acidification (40, 46–48).

Although the operation of diversity-independent factors can explain why FGs were not selected against during the PT and KPg, it does not necessarily account fully for the survival of low-richness FGs in the face of such high overall extinction intensities. We can list four hypotheses and potential tests for the seemingly disproportionate survival of FGs. Testing any of these scenarios, or combinations thereof, for the two era-defining events of the Phanerozoic—and in other situations—will be a significant step toward understanding how specific diversity-independent factors can decouple taxonomic and functional extinction. "Preadaptation." The survival of all FGs could reflect the existence, within each FG, of taxa that can tolerate the combination of adverse conditions that drove the extinctions. We then might expect the low-richness FGs to occur, before the extinction, in marine settings where they were "preadapted" to the extinction drivers. That is, few species could tolerate the environmental conditions of the PT or KPg, but those conditions did not impose selection on the biota along the functional categories used here. For example, perhaps each FG contained taxa that were relatively robust in pH buffering capabilities or had relatively efficient respiratory physiology. To test this interpretation, a more direct window into the paleophysiology of fossil invertebrates is needed to go beyond the broad-brush inference from extant members at the level of taxonomic class applied to date (46, 47).

Asymmetric Functional Selectivity. The mass extinctions might have directly disfavored the richest FGs and favored or were neutral to taxon-poor FGs. For both extinctions, the low-richness bivalve FGs overlap along all four functional axes with the high-richness groups (both sets include burrowers, suspension feeders, attached forms, etc.; Fig. 2 A and B). Thus, the selectivity in this scenario would have to operate on biotic attributes not incorporated in the scheme used here or on specific combinations in a trade-off effect. For example, the eight FGs that are taxon poor in the Guadalupian, and thus are most likely to have been lost entirely under adverse conditions, include relatively energy-intensive lifestyles such as boring into hard substrata or short-burst swimming and body sizes comparable to those seen in the taxon-rich FGs (Fig. 2 A and C) (35). The same characteristics apply to the Maastrichtian fauna as well, where the low-richness FGs include large-bodied burrowers and suspension feeders (Fig. 2 B and D). Thus, FG survival is not obviously associated with small body sizes or low-energy lifestyles.

Special Case of Diversity Dependence. The PT and KPg drivers were actually diversity dependent, but only within FGs. That is, every FG remained viable under extinction conditions, but each could support only a few taxa owing to limited or unstable resources; this mode of diversity limitation, tightly focused by FG, is not evident along the modern LDG (22) or along...
modern bathymetric gradients, where entire FGs disappear at depth (49). Resource abundance may have dropped considerably in the PT and KPg intervals, contributing to the overall decline in taxonomic richness, but the types of resources, from phytoplankton to chemosymbionts, necessary to maintain at least one species in each FG apparently persisted, despite scenarios for the inhibition of photosynthesis at the KPg (48). Tests for similar nonanalog patterns could be performed at other episodes of global warming, intensifying ocean acidification and/or changing atmospheric composition, but the most obvious case, the Paleocene–Eocene Thermal Maximum (50), shows a remarkably modest extinction among marine macrobenthos (51).

Hitchhiking on Refugia or Range Size. FGs might have survived because they hitchhiked on other extinction-resistant factors. The existence of geographical or environmental refugia harboring a full range of FGs from their global biotas would be consistent with the Lazarus effect observed for both extinction events (24), but no such refugia have yet been identified. Severe low-latitude heating has been hypothesized for the earliest Triassic (47, 52, but see ref. 53), and observed FR may be more evenly distributed latitudinally following both mass extinctions (37). Whether this pattern represents spatial variation in extinction intensity, a more general spatial homogenization of the global biota (54), a phylogenetic focus of intense extinction as perhaps within the potentially photosymbiotic Alataconchidae, or sampling effects is still unclear. Although sampling issues require caution and hamper robust analyses of spatial distributions, the Permian record currently gives no support for an extinction filter that harbored the full range of FGs at high latitudes (47).

For the KPg, where ranges sizes are better known, no refugia have been detected for marine bivalves at the regional (55) or provincial (56) scale. One analysis argued for lesser extinction near the KPg poles (57), but this study defined biogeographic units extending from Australia to northwestern Europe and from northern South America to western Greenland and so is difficult to interpret biologically. Alternatively, broad geographic ranges increase the probability of encountering smaller or FG-specific refugia and are often associated with taxon survival (56, 58). If all FGs contained a few wide-ranging taxa, they would tend to persist despite losses with the Permian angiosperms, the loss of two FGs across the KPg represents the total or near extirpation of a single clade, the rudists (order Hippuritida), owing to any or all of these factors: near-exclusive tropicality, near-exclusive narrow ranges, and phylogenetic selectivity.

Conclusions

The similarities and differences in responses of the two components of functional diversity to major declines in taxonomic diversity raise broader questions about the interpretation of spatial and temporal dynamics in FR and FE. The most dramatic contrast is FR constancy across the mass extinctions vs FR decline with climate change, i.e., the climate shifts that shaped the current marine LDG via a combination of extinction, damped origination, and damped immigration (15, 16, 22). We also find unexpected patterns in FE. In the short term and on local scales, as in pollution events, FE is generally expected to decline in perturbed ecosystems as taxonomic diversity drops and a few stress-tolerant or opportunistic species predominate (59, 60). However, the opposite appears to be true for the mass extinctions and along the LDG, indicating that exploration of these apparent consequences of scale is needed. Further, although space can proxy for time in some situations (61–63), the bivariate patterns show that such extrapolation weakens with increasing spatial and temporal scale, so that its application can lead to strongly misleading inferences (61, 64, 65).

Finally, a deeper understanding of when and why losses in taxonomic and functional diversity can be decoupled has urgency now. Pressures on today’s marine biota (66, 67) appear to involve both diversity-dependent and diversity-independent factors, and as seemingly irreversible alterations in habitats and biotas accumulate, approaches to conservation, remediation, and recovery are expanding beyond the numbers and identities of taxa toward functional attributes (68–71). Comparative analyses of spatial and temporal patterns within a single taxonomic and functional framework, as provided here, are essential for developing the next generation of models relating the different currencies of biological diversity.

Materials and Methods

Marine Bivalve Ecospace. We assigned bivalve genera to single states across four functional axes following the methodology of ref. 21: (i) mobility (immobile, mobile, swimming); (ii) tiering (infaunal asaphonate, deep-infaunal siphonate, shallow-infaunal siphonate, deep/shallow infanual siphonate, boror, commensal, seminafnual, nestler, epifaunai); (iii) feeding (subsppersion, subsurface deposit, surface deposit, photosymbiotic, chemosymbiotic, carnivore, mixed deposit/suspension); and (iv) fixation (unattached, cemented, byssate). For genera lacking previously published functional information, we applied the most general set of functional attributes for the family or order, depending on the extent of missing information across the taxonomic hierarchy. Functional assignments for the Permian and Maastrichtian genera are available in Dataset S1. Functional codes used in the figures are defined in Table S1.

Estimating FR and FE. We estimated FR as the number of distinct FGs in a given time or place. Given the entirely discrete nature of our functional data, we characterized FE as the distribution of taxa within FGs, using “Simpson’s measure of evenness” (inverse Simpson’s index normalized by data, we characterized FE as the distribution of taxa within FGs, using “Simpson’s measure of evenness” (inverse Simpson’s index normalized by
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